The Attain / Red Hat Partnership
Accelerating Digital Transformation

Attain and Red Hat have partnered to be a catalyst in the federal community to
transform technology the open source way. We help agencies discover how development
can be done using Agile, DevSecOps, and Cloud approaches to achieve in minutes what
used to take days, weeks or longer.
From application development to middleware to infrastructure, we help agencies
accelerate modernization efforts to deliver results faster with less cost and risk,
efficiently and securely manage portfolios of applications, and simplify deployment and
management of infrastructure.
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The Tools of Transformation
To fast track agencies’ modernization efforts while mitigating risk, strengthening security, reducing costs, and
increasing efficiencies, we employ:

• Agile and DevSecOps to accelerate results and break down barriers between teams
• Attain Test Driven Management™ incorporating automation to drive continuous deployment and
monitoring
• UX approaches leveraging Usability Labs to minimize rework and improve the end user experience
• JBoss® EAP Middleware to drive efficiency and speed
• Ansible to drive automation and acceleration
• OpenShift containers and microservices for improved efficiency, portability and cost savings
• OpenSCAP for automated scanning and compliance analysis

Cultivating a Culture of
Collaboration
We believe the best path to modernization is a

collaborative one fueled by not just open source

technologies, but by open source-aligned cultures
as well. Accordingly, Attain and Red Hat are

committed to helping agencies understand the

cultural transformation that’s needed, including the
buy-in, transparency, and commitment to tackling
business challenges.

Our unique, holistic approach to digital

transformation infuses process improvements and
organizational evolution. As such, in addition to

Agile, DevSecOps, Cloud, and open source tools,
we help agencies build open source-aligned

organizations with an innovative, transparent,

collaborative and engaged workforce. Agencies can

then build teams that act with agility, accountability
and purpose to drive momentum along the journey
to successful transformation.

Case Study
Accelerating Modernization
We are helping a government financial
regulatory agency accelerate their
modernization efforts leveraging an
Attain cloud migration strategy to
containerize enterprise applications
using Open Shift to “lift and shift”
applications to the Amazon Web
Services (AWS) Cloud. This project
is positioning the agency to realize
the many benefits of containerization
including: higher application density,
faster processing, and automated
patching; and delivering cost savings
on licensing, hardware, and staffing for
operations and maintenance.

Community-Powered Innovation Center
Our Community Powered Innovation Labs allow business people and technologists to

collaborate in an immersive experience and learn how to deliver results with speed, agility, and
efficiency. Three tracks help agencies answer vital questions around open principles, software
development methodologies, and trends in innovation.

Open Organization
Academy Track

Builders
Academy Track

Open Source Tech
Academy Track

How can I build an open
organization with innovative,
transparent, adaptable,
collaborative, and engaged
people?

How do I translate open
principles into methods,
strategies, and tactics to solve
problems?

What open source

serious consideration in my

This track explores how open

Executives and their teams

will work together to practice

principles—like transparency,
inclusivity, adaptability,

collaboration, and community—can
fundamentally alter contemporary
organizational culture and design.
The session will focus on the

foundations of an open source

approach to building and cultivating
organizational culture and explore

concrete, actionable ways to begin

building teams that act with agility,
accountability, and purpose.

software development

methodologies used in the

DevSecOps revolution. There

is no coding involved. Builders

Academy teaches how to build
products using lean, agile, and
continuous delivery practices,

simulating many of the tools and
techniques used in the Red Hat
Open Innovation Labs.

technologies are shaping
the future, and which

are mature enough for
enterprise?

This track will discuss the

technologies that are shaping
innovation today. In addition,
insights and case studies will

be shared to demonstrate how

organizations are using emerging
technologies to accelerate
change.

About Attain, LLC
Based in McLean, Va., Attain is a management,
technology, and strategy consulting firm comprised
of innovative problem solvers who disrupt the
status quo to change the world and improve
the lives of those we touch. From strategy and
digital transformation—including user-centric
design, agile development, DevSecOps, and
continuous deployment—to cyber security, cloud
services, business intelligence and analytics,
infrastructure management, as well as industryspecific operational expertise, Attain brings proven
performance and forward thinking to advance our
clients’ missions across the government, education,
healthcare, and nonprofit landscapes.
About Red Hat
The US government demands performance,
transparency, and value—exactly what Red Hat
and open source offer. Red Hat is the standard
choice for Linux in governments worldwide.
Our cloud, virtualization, storage, platform and
service-oriented solutions bring real freedom and
collaboration to federal, state, local, and academic
programs. And Red Hat’s worldwide support,
training and consulting services bring the power
of open source to your agency. We are a part of
a larger community working together to drive
innovation.

